**NETWORK TOOLS**

### RJ45/RJ11/RJ12 Crimping Tool

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**  
--- | ---  
CT-6C8C | RJ11/RJ12/RJ45  
6 and 8 Position RJ11/RJ12/RJ4 Metal Crimping Tool, incorporates dual blades for cutting and stripping cable

### BT/RJ11/RJ12 Crimping Tool

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**  
--- | ---  
CT-6CBT6 | BT/RJ11/RJ12  
BT 4/6 wire and RJ11/12 Metal Crimping Tool, incorporates dual blades for cutting and stripping cable

### Telecom Splice Crimp Tool

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**  
--- | ---  
CT-105 |  
Telecom Splice Crimp Tool, UR, UY, UG connectors

### Heavy Duty RG Cable Cutter

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**  
--- | ---  
CT-CC02 | Up to 32mm diameter cable  
CT-CC03 | Up to 53mm diameter cable

### Cable Cutter

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**  
--- | ---  
CT-CC01 | Up to 10.5 diameter cable

### Multipurpose Cutter & Stripper

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**  
--- | ---  
CT-MCS |  
Universal cable stripper & cutter for wire sizes 2.6 to 0.8mm. Laser marked gauges including AWG & mm

### Fibre Optic Stripping Tool

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**  
--- | ---  
CT-STR.FIB |  
Three Stripping guides for 2mm outer jacket, 250um buffer and 125um fibre

### Scissors for Cutting Kevlar

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**  
--- | ---  
CT-FCS |  
Serrated sharp teeth scissors ideal for Cutting Fibre Kevlar